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For Good Measure

There’s nothing like breaking your 
spectacles to make you realise how much 
you rely on vision. Every piece of writing –  
shopping lists, text messages, the bus 
ticker – is turned into a test of gymnastics 
as you try to find the perfect distance  
that will make the most basic pieces of 
information interpretable.
 One benefit though is the appreciation 
of perspective. With your nose up against 
some of Sunspel’s new knitwear you can 
trace its intricate weave, or up close and 
personal with the Arc’teryx industry-
defining zipper, you are best placed to 
admire its perfect water-tight bite.
 Even our visit to the Isle of Portland –  
to visit the quarries that have supplied 
London for 700 years – was enveloped  
in such thick fog that we spent the first 
couple of hours only admiring what was  
a metre in front of us: namely, the natural 
variations of its beautiful stone.
 With vision restored, this whole issue  
– the ninth in our series and marking  
The Correspondent ’s third year – was a 
process of slowly stepping back for a 

better look. From details came stories, 
and from these stories came a common 
principle: that we are all best when we  
are both short-sighted and long-sighted.
 The kitchens at The Ritz, for example, 
have designated chefs for singular 
elements – stocks, sandwiches, sorbets –  
working under a head chef, who brings  
it all together to create the perfect  
looking and tasting dish. The Bike Rooms,  
just opened on Regent Street St James’s, 
has also built a business on fully 
understanding each and every component 
that can make up an individual’s perfect 
bespoke bicycle.
 There is perhaps no man who better 
understands the relationship between  
the big picture and the small details than 
Dylan Jones. Gracing the front cover,  
it is our great honour to include a letter 
from Jones – Editor in Chief of GQ and 
the founder of London Collections Men –  
with a call to shout from the rooftops and 
wake up the general public consciousness 
to St James’s as a district of distinct 
sartorial savoir faire.
 This endorsement comes as we launch 
our first catwalk. As part of London 
Collections Men, on Saturday 13 June, we 
are turning Jermyn Street into a complete 

street show, where the area’s fashion 
families will showcase their goods.  
Stylist Darren Kennedy has picked out  
a selection – transforming individual 
pieces into complete looks and creating  
a cohesive show that represents 
contemporary St James’s this summer.
 A quick flick on the street, a brief scan 
on the tube, or a more considered read  
at the office desk – we too couldn’t help 
but consider how you might read this 
newspaper, so we’ve provided different 
kinds of articles. Meet Oli Smith, the  
man in charge of the St James’s Market 
development, over coffee, or take  
John Williams MBE and Head Chef at 
The Ritz out for lunch. Slip polo brand 
La Martina under your arm for a canter 
around the park, or escape to Jermyn 
Street Theatre for a heart-warming tale. 
However you read The Correspondent, we 
just hope you’ve remembered your specs. 

editor@stjameslondon.co.uk 
stjameslondon.co.uk
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It used to be whispered, but now I think we’re out  
to shout about it: St James’s is the sleeping giant of 
British retail.
 Whenever one thinks of tradition, whenever one 
contemplates heritage, then we all automatically think 
of St James’s and the immediate areas surrounding it. 
We think of Jermyn Street, Fortnum & Mason,  
Savile Row, Haymarket, Piccadilly, and all points in 
between. In this country, we not only do rebellion 
better than anyone else – every significant youth 
culture since the Second World War has been 
invented in London, and here I’m talking about mods, 
punks, goths, skinheads, rockers, new romantics, 
hipsters etc – we also do tradition. And if you want 
tradition, then you come to St James’s.
 This notion of tradition is about to change however, 
and the whole area is about to be regenerated in  
a most exciting way. A lot of this activity is focused  
on Jermyn Street, improving the retail mix, moving 
even more upmarket, and encouraging even more 
Savile Row customers to venture south of the  
Royal Academy. Then there is the activity at  
Fortnum & Mason, the beautiful benchmarks London 
store that is, under CEO Ewan Venters as it turns 200, 
going through a marvellous transformation.
 St James’s has also played a large part in the 
attempts by GQ and the British Fashion Council to 
champion London during the bi-annual men’s fashion 
week, London Collections Men. Regularly in January 
and June, St James’s holds collaborative events that 
celebrate the wide variety of tradition in the area, 
amplifying the likes of Fortnum & Mason, Lock’s, 
Dunhill and all the other great British brands in the 
postcode. To our international visitors, from China, 
Korea, Japan, the US and everywhere else, the  
St James’s event has become a staple.

Personally, St James’s is one of my favourite parts of 
London. Just last month, I spent an entire Saturday 
afternoon walking around the area. I walked from 
my house in Marble Arch, through Hyde Park, then 
Green Park and St James’s Park – a ribbon of greenery 
unrivalled in any city in the world. Then I scooted 
up by The Ritz, darted behind Dukes Hotel, before 
springing down Jermyn Street and eventually 
ending up in the Fountain in Fortnum’s, sipping  
tea and making my way through the finest smoked 
salmon on God’s Earth. 
 It is possible to walk around St James’s and 
genuinely feel as though you’re in a part of London 
that hasn’t changed for over a hundred years. Even 
though St James’s houses the likes of White Cube, 
and some of the city’s finest and most recently 
celebrated restaurants, the area has a veneer of the 
past that feels gloriously shiny.
 I like to think of St James’s as a little bit of heaven 
bang in the middle of the most exciting city on Earth, 
a little bit of heaven that is about to become even 
more gilded, even more saintly and – saliently – even 
more celebrated.
 And that is something worth shouting about.
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the expeditions department
During the golden age of British 
exploration, sometime between the 
early 19th century and mid-20th 
century, no explorer worth his salt 
would set off into the unknown 
without first visiting St James’s very 
own Fortnum & Mason. In fact 
Fortnum’s had a dedicated floor,  
The Expeditions Department,  
which equipped the bold and 
foolhardy men of the Empire with 
everything from hot water bottles  
to foldaway motorboats.
 Of course, the food packages were 
most critical, keeping up the energy 
and morale of the expeditions. 
Nothing quite said home like the 
F&M trademark. And by no means 
were these stringent rations.  
The 1922 Everest expedition took 
sixty tins of quail in foie gras and 
four-dozen bottles of Montebello 
champagne. The 1924 expedition 
went further, requiring dessert 
knives and forks, full carving sets, 
crockery, and tea infusers – along 
with the customary fizz, asparagus 
and lobster. 
 Fortnum’s goods were renowned 
for their durability, and it was not 
unknown for the foodstuffs to 
outlast the intrepid explorers by 
decades. In the sad case of Arctic 
explorer Sir John Franklin’s 
disastrous mission to find the 
Northwest Passage, several Fortnum’s 
crates discovered by Canadian 
Mounties in 1944 contained food still 

‘perfectly packed, and without any 
sign of putrefaction’ nearly 100 years 
after Franklin set off!
 The expedition by archaeologist 
and tomb hunter Howard Carter to 
the Valley of the Kings is perhaps 
most famous of all. His quest to find 
the ‘boy king’ Tutankhamen gripped 
the world in 1922, but after all the 
hoopla of his 3,000-year-old tomb 
discovery had died down it was 
revealed that many treasures from 
the dig had been illegally removed 
and made their way to England. 
 Fortnum & Mason’s, supplier  
of provisions for the excavations, 
became embroiled in the scandal 
when Pierre Lacau, the French 
director of the Egyptian Antiquities 
Service, discovered a painted bust  
of the young pharaoh in a Fortnum’s 
wine crate. There is much speculation 
as to the culprit, including Carter, 
but much like the brilliant 
Expeditions Department, it is  
often noted that wonderful things 
have a habit of going missing.
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Chelsie Hedges is a 21-year-old 
apprentice engineer with Balfour 
Beatty. We met her in an office that 
overlooks the rumbling site of the 
much-anticipated St James’s Market 
development, set to be completed in 
early 2016.
 Hedges came to Balfour Beatty 
straight after her A-levels, juggling 
the intrinsic application process 
with a full time job at McDonald’s 
over the summer in Cheshunt, where 
she lives. By autumn she had beaten 
the 3,000 other applicants to the job 
and was working full-time for the 
multinational infrastructure group. 
Hedges openly revealed to the 
company’s commercial managers 
and directors that she had wanted  
to be an engineer since she was 
fourteen, and impressed them with 
the product design she had created 
while studying for a City & Guilds 
diploma. What attracted her to 
Balfour Beatty was the idea of being 
involved in creativity on a vast scale. 
“I like construction and its legacy,” 
she says. “You get to design something 
and actually watch it go up.”
 During her diploma, Hedges was 
in a class of eight people – seven of 
whom were boys. When she expressed 
an interest in heading towards  
the world of engineering, she was  
discouraged to pursue it by 
professionals, something that only 
spurred her on. “They advised me  
and asked if I was sure I could handle  
this environment, and I said ‘of course 
I can!’ My family and friends 
supported me the whole way and  
I went on to get the highest grades  

in the class. But working onsite, in 
what is seen as a male environment, 
is not as bad as everyone makes out. 
There are lots of women, and I don’t 
think it has ever hindered my 
acceleration in the job. No one has 
ever treated me at all differently. 
It’s a fantastic environment.” 
 In a year or so, Hedges will start 
applying for a Masters to eventually 
become chartered. But for now she  
seems incredibly happy shadowing 
the engineers on the new St James’s 
Market site and being involved in  
the procurement of the electrical 
packages for the building. She 
describes the construction of the 
building as the body, and the pipes 
running throughout it – which she 
looks after – as the heart. “At college 
we learnt the theoretical basis for 
things,” Hedges says. “It’s one thing 
looking at a drawing, but physically 
seeing it happen onsite is something 
else. The experience these people 
have is invaluable; they know things 
that can’t be taught. I can safely say  
I have learnt more onsite than I ever 
did on my college course. They  
teach you the foundations, but they 
don’t teach you how to implement it.  
At college you learn why you would 
design a system, and how, but here 
you learn what constraints there  
are, how the system is implemented 
and then how it is actually built.”

Fortnum & Mason 
181 Piccadilly, W1A 1ER 
fortnumandmason.com 
@fortnums

St James’s Market 
sjmkt.com 
@sjmkt

Jermyn Street St James’s catwalk event 
13 Saturday, 12.00pm, 12.45pm, 13.30pm 
Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6LS 
stjameslondon.co.uk 
@stjameslondon 
#jermynstjames 
londoncollections.co.uk 
@bfcP
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the apprentice
la martIna

The exclusive polo outfitters’ flagship  
London shop stocks the full brigade of 

top-level equipment, garments and leather 
accessories at No.23 Jermyn Street.

Just opened
 
 

Chutney mary

The restaurant that forever changed  
the dining landscape has evolved again, 

moving from Chelsea to No.73 St James’s 
Street and offering much more than just  

their brand of fine Indian cuisine.

Just opened
 
 

the BIke rooms

Stocking pinnacles in peddling  
prowess, The Bike Rooms has opened at  
No.4 Regent Street, proving your nearest 

cycling shop is no time trial.

Just opened
 
 

mIlos

Opening in beautiful No.1 Regent Street,  
this critically acclaimed restaurant is known 

worldwide for its cosmopolitan take on 
seafood, with daily deliveries fresh from  

the Aegean.

Opening Summer 2015
 
 

Comme des GarÇons

Dover Street Market moves to Haymarket  
as the Japanese fashion label and lifestyle 

brand announce plans to relocate their  
iconic multi-brand concept store into the 
beautiful old Burberry building opposite  

St James’s Market.

Yet to be released

For further information of  
new openings in St James’s  
visit stjameslondon.co.uk
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Sunspel is expanding their Sea Island 
Cotton range. At ten times the price  
of ordinary cotton, and now in navy –  
having only ever before been produced  
in pure white – it seemed a good time  
to ask, what is Sea Island Cotton and  
why is it so special? We were invited  
to Long Eaton, Derbyshire, to piece 
together how the survival of one of the 
world’s most luxurious fabrics and the 
success of Sunspel once hung by a thread.
 
Sea Island Cotton is light, soft and 
compact. It’s cashmere’s lithe cousin, 
without the washing worries. Silky, but 
without the sheen or the showiness. 
Accounting for 0.0004% of all cotton 
production, it’s fair to say it’s a niche 
product. An ecological refugee and 
difficult to cultivate, it is the last remnant 
of a powerful luxury market devastated 
by natural disaster and a story of  
man’s mistakes.
 The eponymous Sea Islands can be 
found in a 250-mile arching stretch of tidal 
islands from Charleston, South Carolina 
to Jacksonville, Florida. The origin of  
the islands’ special cotton is shrouded in 
mystery. Genetically speaking, it’s a sort 
of super-hybrid. A perfect mix of fibre 
length from the original cotton plants 
first cultivated in 4400BC Peru with the 
softness of a wild form now only found 
on coastal scrubs and isolated salt ponds 
of far-flung islands in the West Indies.
 The plant has a low yield and is unsuited 
to large-scale agricultural production. 

But in the 18th century, a globally-reaching 
industry was built from the Sea Islands  
by Barbados pickers with the skills to 
nurture this precious crop and it became 
an incredibly popular and highly-prized 
commodity for two-hundred years. This 
included Sea Island Cotton Limited 
owned by Thomas A. Hill, a huge textile 
manufacturer with three large factories 
in the centre of Nottingham, the luxury 
underwear section of which was  
called Sunspel.
 In 1890, at the same time as the peak  
of Hill’s successes shipping huge 
quantities of clothing to China and the 
Far East, an insect called the boll weevil 
crossed the Mexican border into Texas. 
Small and grey, with a long protuberant 
snout, the weevil resembles a beetle 
version of an anteater. Able to procreate 
up to ten new generations per growing 
season and with a penchant for cotton 
bolls, the pest created a marching scourge 
that spread as quickly as 160 miles within 
one year. Photographs from the time 
show children hurling sacks overflowing 
with weevil from the fields. By 1920, from 
California to the Carolinas, the cotton 
belt was devastated. The event changed 
the landscape and agricultural economy 
of America forever.
 Even in their relative isolation,  
the islands were overrun. The last of  
the Sea Island Cotton was picked on  
Johns Island, South Carolina in 1940. 
Operations in Nottingham were severely 
hit, shutting up shop and downsizing  

to two small red brick sheds in nearby 
Long Eaton. This was the end of Thomas 
A. Hill, but also, as owner Nicholas 
Brooke explains, the birth of Sunspel.
 “They were making Sea Island Cotton 
super luxury underwear under the name 
of Sunspel from early on. After the 
depression, the company focused on  
this upper premium product for the UK 
market – that’s when it became centred 
around Sunspel the brand.
 “We decided to do Sea Island Cotton 
again because of the archives. We kept 
seeing and reading about it. And we 
thought, you know, Sea Island Cotton  
is a really important part of what this 
business is all about. Where is it? Does  
it still exist?”
 Brooke and his team found expert 
spinners in Switzerland, who were able  
to turn the delicate fibres into fabric  
from a small-scale production in Jamaica, 
established from a Sea Island Cotton  
plant salvaged from America. Rolls of  
the coveted material have come through 
Sunspel since 2012.
 “Why the navy? So you can do a polo 
shirt. Being limited to white leaves it 
feeling like an underwear product and  
I’d like it to be viable for other clothes 
because it’s so beautiful.”
 Arriving at the Long Eaton factory, 
you enter a yard. This was neutral 
territory: after Hill’s death, his two sons 
fell out and split the business down the 
middle – woven boxers to the left and 
jersey to the right. Today, it’s one cohesive 

Top: 
Rolls of fabric in the old 
boxer factory, including  
Sea Island Cotton in white 
from Switzerland

Above: 
Complex knit from the 
archives 
 
Right: 
Sea Island Cotton relaxing 
on the cutting table

sunspel

It’s a sort of super-hybrid.  
A perfect mix of fibre length from the 

original cotton plants first cultivated in 
4400BC Peru with the softness of a wild 

form now only found on far-flung  
islands in the West Indies. 
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and expanded site. Another red brick 
warehouse next-door holds the growing 
design department with concrete floors 
and white desks. And across the way, 
there’s the ‘pick face’ – two long rooms 
with rows of shelving units, with ladies 
clutching shopping baskets and iPads and 
weaving to pick out items for online orders.
 Between them and the canal, one 
totemic chimneystack stands with mobile 
phone dishes strapped to the top. It is all 
that remains from an old sofa factory that 
burnt down a few years ago.
 Nestled in a grid of Victorian terraces, 
with cob shop, corner shop and pub, 
Sunspel is a beacon of successful British 
manufacturing. It combines modern 
technology, works with local suppliers 
like the embroiderers “across the way”  
for monogramming, and honours the 
skills and expertise of past and present 
with its factory floor.
 One open space, not large, but 
organised into sections; Sunspel hums. 
Brrr brrr on the hems, clik-a-clak with  
the buttoning machine, or shhhf of the 
iron, when the steam’s quickly inhaled  
by an integrated vacuum. Every sewing 
machine sings, each machinist has their 
own rhythm.
 In the corner is the devout quietude of 
the cutting table, marked off by a painted 
sign with “AUTHORISED PERSONNEL 
ONLY” in friendly ’70s type. This is where 

you’ll find the Sea Island Cotton resting. 
Laid out each evening, it relaxes before 
it’s ready to be cut and worked.
 Sunspel’s other cotton goods are cut 
and then variously passed through the 
hands of the factory – today from Debbie 
to Lorraine, Annette, Karen and Kim –  
until it’s neatly folded, wrapped in tissue 
and placed in a grey card box sent up from 
a factory in Leicester.
 Creating a t-shirt is essentially about 
turning flat shapes into tubes. Fluffing 
with the left hand and steadily feeding 
the fabric with the right, Sunspel’s 
machinists have a particular magic trick –  
the disappearing act. Every start and end 
meld into one seam as indistinguishable 
as the question of the chicken or the egg. 
Scrappy bits and loose ends aren’t hidden; 
they vanish. Slights of hand that, rather 
unjustly, make every garment appear like 
they’ve never been made at all, but just 
simply came into existence whole.
 Nowhere else perhaps are these 
manoeuvres more sublimely executed 
than by Karen. She makes Sea Island 
Cotton items. They say, “anyone wearing 
our underwear has Karen’s hands all  
over them!” 
 “It’s not a hugely commercial product. 
It remains a special product and I quite 
like that. Keep it special,” says Brooke. 
And as Karen puts the finishing touches 
to a white t-shirt, it seems the culmination 

of a great journey. Not only the triumph 
of Sea Island Cotton against adversity, 
nor its odyssey from Jamaican cotton 
fields to Swiss spinners to Derbyshire 
dexterity, but also that this is a luxury item 
that is beautiful in its complete simplicity. 
The white tee has become humbly 
powerful. Because to wear Sea Island 
Cotton is to understand.

Sunspel 
21a Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6HP 
sunspel.com 
@sunspel

sunspel
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The discovery of the Archaeopteryx in 1861 
illuminated a sensational transformation 
frozen in time; the fossilised lizard-like 
creature with feathered wings was  
the missing evolutionary fingerprint  
that finally explained the transition  
of dinosaurs to birds. This crystallised 
tableau is the inspiration of the name, 
symbol and ethos of  “evolution in action” 
of Arc’teryx, soon to open their London 
flagship store on Piccadilly. Specialising 
in premium outdoor clothing and high- 
performance gear, Canadian company 
Arc’teryx makes ideal apparel for the 
fashion-forward urbanite as well as the 
rugged weekend warrior.
 Arc’teryx has earned high praise as 
one of the most exclusive outdoor retailers 
in North America, specialising in not 
only meticulously crafted waterproof 
garments but also climbing gear made  

to last. With their UK flagship store 
poised to open right here in St James’s, 
we had to take a closer look at how their 
dedication to craftsmanship has helped 
them redefine the luxury of leisure.
 What Arc’teryx strives for is nothing 
short of transcendental: “The aim is to 
create something that increases the user’s 
enjoyment. By being functionally invisible, 
people experience the activity and their 
equipment simply does what it’s supposed 
to do” says Design Manager, Carl Moriarty. 
To see how a company dares to change 
the evolution of clothing, we did a little 
excavation of our own.
 Arc’teryx was established under the 
name Rock Solid in 1989, making their 
mark with technological improvements 
to the modern climbing harness. The trend 
of reimagining old technology became  
a guiding principle when they became  
an early licensed maker of GORE-TEX®.  
Not long after, they introduced the world 
to the WaterTight™ zipper in 1999.
 Fast forward sixteen years and Arc’teryx 
is still an industry leader, offering  
zephyr-light hardshell jackets that are 
breathable and practically immune to the 
elements. And at just over thirteen ounces, 
jackets like the Beta LT Hybrid stand as 
testaments to this continual evolution: 
protection from the elements at the same 
weight as your smartphone, wallet and 
keys. Don’t be surprised to find that  
the apparel may also cost just as much  
as your phone, but as many an Arc’teryx 
owner will tell you, it’s an investment you 
will never question.

Their gear is so substantial in fact, that 
they even have an entire military line 
designed specifically for officials 
working in ‘Law Enforcement and Armed 
Forces’, or Arc’teryx LEAF. This kind of 
technology is the end product of 
obsessive innovation behind the scenes. 
Their Division Q, at headquarters in 
British Columbia, is tasked with making 
the impossible, possible, much like the 
mysterious MI6 “Q division” of 007 lore. 
These mad scientists not only bring 
visions to reality, they also test the gear 
themselves in the most rugged conditions 
they can conceive.
 You won’t find camouflage in the 
Arc’teryx display windows this autumn 
though. With an entire department 
dedicated to getting the palette right, 
there is an implicit understanding of 
colour and its power to move. 
 Through a vivid spectrum of electric 
and effervescent colours, their dedicated 
artists and trend spotters exquisitely 
package the sophisticated designs 
Arc’teryx has become known for. The crafts- 
manship of all their products is undeniably 
refined, with an almost purist design 
aesthetic that masks decades of innovation. 
Whether you’re looking to turn heads or 
just keep yours dry, we have a pretty good 
feeling you’ll have your eye on Arc’teryx.

Arc’teryx
In pursuit of perfection, this Canadian brand  

bridges the gap between high performance and  
high fashion from a new Piccadilly pitch

Arc’teryx 
212 – 213 Piccadilly, W1A 9HL 
arcteryx.com 
@arcteryx
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rt Bustling Jermyn Street is filled with the 
sound of pneumatic drills and the whirr 
of cranes, the audible proof of an area on 
the brink of change. Halfway down is a 
small archway leading to a winding set of 
stairs. This is the Jermyn Street Theatre, 
a cosy bolthole from the bustle above,  
set up almost by chance by Penny Horner 
and Howard Jameson. It is a registered 
charity and aims to bring the joys of 
intimate, good quality theatre to a diverse 
audience in order to, as Howard puts it, 

“change their lives.”
 Penny and Howard are a hoot. After  
24 years of running the theatre they speak 
about it with eyes rolling, and with the 
same regard as someone referring to their 
long-term spouse as a dearly beloved ball 
and chain. The theatre was started by the 
two of them in the early ’90s. “Howard 
found the space back in 1991,” Penny says. 

“He was trying to help a friend who  
wanted to put on a musical and had been 
traipsing around the West End knocking 
on stage doors going ‘can I put a show on?”’
 A friend of theirs knew a basement 
beneath what was a Spaghetti House 
restaurant. Howard went to see it and 
invited Penny to come and have a look. 

“He dragged me out to lunch one day and 
we had a look at this space,” Penny says. 

“It was pretty foul and hadn’t been used 
for a long time. The waiters used to  
use it as a changing room. But there was  
just something about it, you just get that 
feeling from an old knackered place.  
It all just fell into place from there.”
 Although neither of them had the 
foggiest idea of what they were doing, 
and really no knowledge about the 

theatre scene, they applied for planning 
permission in order to turn it into a show 
space. By ’93 it was up and running with 
help from a couple of council-funded 
grants, elbow grease, helpful friends  
and a huge list of organisations who had 
donated bits and bobs to the theatre as 
charity. The toilets were given to them by 
Armitage Shanks, and the seats (recently 
replaced) were found by Howard being 
loaded onto a van outside a West End 
cinema before he snapped them up. 
 This endearing hodgepodge attitude 
and the endurance of Penny and Howard 
is the reason the theatre really took off, 
that and their no-nonsense attitude to 
celebrity: something that a lot of other 
West End theatres have been known to 
fall for. “Even now, you’ll have famous 
people come in and they won’t mean 
anything to me,” Howard says. “What I 
do enjoy about entertainment is that you 
never know who’s sitting there in the 
audience, and how much what’s on stage 
can totally change their lives. They can 
be suffering from anything, but what the 
actors do there on that stage can change 
the whole ethos of someone’s life forever.”
 Twenty-four years after it opened its 
doors, the tiny theatre has become a jewel 
in the history of West End theatre. With 
sell-out nights, devout regulars and some 
truly historic plays performed within it –  
Michael Gambon for example starred in 
All That Fall in 2012 – it is testament to 
what London’s theatre scene should be: 
full of character, and held together by 
people with true, unadulterated passion. 
Over the years they have supported nearly 
300 charities, and the staff they employ 

(bar the artistic director and technician) 
are all volunteers. Jermyn Street Theatre 
is built with love, and held together with 
luck and good will. The only person that’s 
stopped coming back is the ghost in the 
dressing room. But we don’t talk about her.

report

the Jermyn street theatre
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5 June – 3 July 

Whitford Fine Art 

6 Duke Street, SW1Y 6BN

— 
A rare chance to see the abstract paintings of Belgian artist 
Joseph Lacasse (1894 – 1975). A pioneer in his lifetime and 

hailed by critics, Lacasse’s major contribution has since been 
overlooked. His critical role in the history of avant-garde 

Abstraction is vastly underappreciated outside a small circle  
of connoisseurs, and this show aims to shift and refocus that 

established narrative, illuminating the painter who influenced 
artists such as Serge Poliakoff and Robert Delaunay.  

The exhibition shows a curious mind and explorative painter, 
who as a young boy found inspiration from roughly cut quarry 
stones from his working class neighbourhood in turn-of-the-

century Tournai. Lacasse brings light and humanity to 
abstraction, an instinctual immediacy not seen in other painters  

of the period and works that glow with mysterious energy.  
A mesmerising exhibition. 

—
Tel. +44 (0)20 7930 9332 whitfordfineart.com 

@whitfordfineart

selected events

Joseph Lacasse:  
A Universe In The Universe

Calendar

Summer events
 

masters oF modernIsm: 
peder Balke, edVard munCh, 
per kIrkeBy 

1 May – 10 July 
Dickinson 
58 Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6LX 

A treat for modernist painting 
aficionados, this exhibition  
looks at the work of Peder Balke, 
Edvard Munch and Per Kirkeby –  
Nordic artists who pushed the 
importance of materiality in 
painting. Balke scratched and 
scraped away the wet paint, 
pioneering a unique wet-in-wet 
technique. Munch exposed his 
paintings and prints to nature, 
deliberately allowing the 
elements to act on and “improve” 
his works. Kirkeby drilled holes 
and sanded down the surface  
of his paintings on Masonite.  
Taking place simultaneously in 
New York and London, visitors  
to the Jermyn Street gallery will 
get to see works by Balke never 
before exhibited to the public  
as well as numerous paintings  
by Munch. Expect a dark Nordic 
palette twisted with playfulness.  

Tel. +44 (0)20 7493 0340 
simondickinson.com 
@simoncdickinson 
 

troopInG the Colour 

13 June 
St James’s Park, SW1A 2BJ 

Once a year to mark the Queen’s 
official birthday, a military parade 
and march-past is held on Horse 
Guards Parade in St James’s Park. 
Performed by the Household 
Division, the parade merges  
two early 18th century military 
ceremonies – ‘Trooping the Colour’ 
and ‘Mounting the Queen’s Guard’. 
In 1748, it was ordered that  
this parade would also mark the 
official birthday of the Sovereign 
and has become an annual event 
drawing ever-larger crowds.  
A special feature of the ceremony 
is when the battalion colours  
are carried or ‘trooped’ slowly 
down the ranks, traditionally so 
that each soldier could see and 
recognise them. The procession 
can be viewed along The Mall  
or along the eastern edge of  
St James’s Park. There are also 
tickets available for the seated 
stands in Horse Guards Parade.  

Tel. +44 (0)300 061 2350  
royalparks.org.uk 
@theroyalparks 
 

a Gala eVenInG In aId  
oF the theatre royal 
haymarket  
masterClass trust 

18 June, 6.30pm 
Haymarket Hotel 
1 Suffolk Place, SW1Y 4HX 

A chance to watch the acclaimed 
Broadway production of  
The Elephant Man and mingle  
with the cast, including 
Hollywood actor Bradley Cooper. 
The evening starts with a 
champagne and canapé reception 
at the glamorous Haymarket 
Hotel, followed by a performance 
of The Elephant Man – the moving 
story of real life Joseph Merrick, 
a star of a 19th century travelling 
freak show. Lastly, sit down with 
celebrity guests at a post-show 
dinner hosted by the theatre’s 
chairman. At midnight, carriages 
will draw up outside the theatre 
and whisk you homeward.  
All proceeds go to the free 
Masterclass program designed  
to inspire and empower young 
people’s passion for theatre. 

Tel: +44 (0)20 7389 9660 
masterclass.org.uk 
@masterclasstrh 
 

martInI monday,  
lonG room lunCheon 

27 July, 12.45pm  
Berry Bros. & Rudd 
3 St James’s Street, SW1A 1 EG 

Behind the Berry Bros. & Rudd 
shop, the Long Room has  
period décor and beautiful 
commissioned furniture that  
will ensure that Martini Monday 
extends your weekend in the 
utmost style. For this luncheon 
you will try three different martinis, 
each accompanied by a specially 
designed dish to deepen and 
spark flavours. Your host Lance 
Jefferson will be on a hand to 
debate the various drink and food 
pairings and give his opinion on 
when to shake and when to stir. 

Tel. +44 (0)800 280 2440  
bbr.com 
@berrybrosrudd 
 

summer sCIenCe eXhIBItIon  

30 June – 5 July 
The Royal Society 
6-9 Carlton House Terrace  
SW1Y 5AG 

This annual event showcases  
the best in cutting-edge science 
and technology research on  
the planet. With twenty-two 
fascinating interactive exhibits, 
discover how science is changing 
our world. Question the scientists 
at the forefront of their fields  
and see what applications  
their innovative research will  
have in the future. This year’s  
exhibits include advances in 
smart materials, fusion energy  
and the immune system. 

Tel. +44 (0)20 7451 2500 
royalsociety.org 
@royalsociety 
 

Culture noW:  
ChrIstIne delphy 

10 July, 1.00pm 
ICA 
The Mall, SW1Y 5AH 

The ICA’s notorious Friday 
lunchtime talks invite eminent 
sociologist and feminist theorist 
Christine Delphy to discuss her 
new book Separate and Dominate: 
Feminism and Racism after the 
War on Terror. Described as 
‘France’s most exciting feminist 
writer’ by Simone de Beauvoir, 
Delphy was one of the few 
feminists to speak out against  
the ban on the veil. This talk 
examines the ways in which 
feminism is used to mobilise 
racist measures, and how a more 
fluid understanding of social 
identity would benefit society. 

Tel. +44 (0)20 7930 3647 
ica.org.uk 
@icalondon 
 

trIBal art london 

3 – 5 September 
Mall Galleries  
The Mall, SW1Y 5BD 

Last year Tribal Art London 
moved to the prestigious gallery 
spaces at Mall Galleries – a 
testament to the success of an 
art fair that has grown and grown. 
Tribal Art London invites a select 
group of respected dealers to 
display ethnographic art from 
Africa, Oceania and the Americas. 
Typically ceremonial or religious 
in nature, the pieces on display 
range from shields, masks, figures, 
costumes, textiles and jewellery, 
to furniture and household  
items as well as ethnographic 
photographs. Mall Galleries is 
also hosting a series of lectures 
by experts in the field of 
ethnographic art. 

mallgalleries.org.uk 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7930 6844 
@mallgalleries 
 

pol roGer  
ChampaGne dInner  

18 September 
The Ritz 
150 Piccadilly, W1J 9BR 

Pol Roger Champagne and  
The Ritz join hands to create  
a delectable evening not to be 
missed. Starting in the grand  
18th century surroundings of  
The Ritz’s William Kent House, 
diners will be welcomed with 
champagne and canapés.  
Then guest speaker Mr James 
Simpson, a Master of Wine and 
the Managing Director of the 
family-owned vineyard, will 
introduce the various vintages 
and styles of champagne as 
diners indulge in an Escoffier-
inspired four-course menu 
personally created by Head Chef 
John Williams MBE. With ample 
opportunity to ask questions  
and discuss the special qualities 
unique to Pol Roger, this is 
perfect for champagne lovers 
seeking to learn the artistry 
beneath the pop. 

Tel. +44 (0)20 7493 8181 
theritzlondon.com 
@theritzlondon

Jermyn Street Theatre 
16b Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6ST 
jermynstreettheatre.co.uk 
@jstheatre
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Previous: 
Tom wears mustard leather 
jacket with geometric 
quilting detail from DAKS 

Far Left and Left: 
Georgia wears cornflower 
blue cotton two-piece by 
Sunspel comprising shorts 
and sweater, with a white 
textured coat by DAKS 
 
Above: 
Tom wears grey waffle-knit 
jumper by Sunspel 

In the summer sun everything dances 
with a partnered shadow. Toe-to-toe  
and joined at the hip, they stretch ahead 
or are caught in the folds of loose jersey.  
For light and dark define the shape and 
exaggerate the form of all our clothes, 
showing up the texture of every surface.
 Luckily St James’s has nothing to hide 
and much to celebrate when it comes  
to the quality of its products. Enjoy this 
local selection, with the dashes of fine 
stitching, the fibres and flecks of fine 
knitwear and the smooth sheen of leather 
and waxed cotton.
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Aquascutum 
78 – 79 Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6NP 
Tel. +44(0)20 3096 1865 
aquascutum.com 

DAKS 
101 Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6EE 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7839 9980 
daks.com 

Hackett 
87 Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6JD 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7930 1300 
hackett.com 

N. Peal 
217 Piccadilly, W1J 9HN 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7499 6485 
npeal.com 

Sunspel 
21a Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6HP 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7434 0974 
sunspel.com  

Tiger of Sweden 
210 Piccadilly, W1A 9HL 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7439 8491  
tigerofsweden.com

Far Left: 
Tom wears navy jacket with 
leather trim and blue striped 
trousers by Hackett 

Left: 
Tom wears leather jacket 
with zip breast pocket by 
Hackett over a suede shirt 
from DAKS
Georgia wears twill trench 
coat with stitch collar detail 
by Aquascutum over  
a white shirt by DAKS

Below:
Tom wears a striped cotton 
T-shirt from Sunspel
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With roots in the manufacture of top-level 
equipment for polo’s finest players,  
La Martina is a family-run company from 
Argentina that has kept to its core values 
of elegance, expertise and passion,  
while diversifying into the luxury lifestyle 
market. The London flagship of this global 
brand is now open and clearly in clover at 
No.23 Jermyn Street.
 La Martina is the official outfitters to 
the Federation of International Polo and 
the English National team, as well as 
supplying top polo playing schools and 
universities around the world from Eton 
to Harvard with the necessary protective 
attire, which is to say they are not only 
ambassadors for the sport of polo; they 
are polo.
 So it is no surprise that walking into the 
new St James’s store is like walking into 
the most stylish locker-room imaginable –  

part armoury of polo gear, part galleria 
of luxury leisure wear. Taking the former, 
their technical equipment leads the  
field, honed in laboratories and built  
for safety and performance. Helmets of 
Carbon Kevlar are lined with foam pads 
and covered in Dupont Lycra to offer 
super-light, super-durable comfort but 
with signature savoir-vivre. Also on 
display are an array of handsome polo 
boots and kneepads handmade out of five 
different layers of leather and fitted with 
colourful rubber protection specifically 
designed to dissipate blows and help 
control friction when playing one-to-one 
with opponents.
 Off the polo field, La Martina’s store 
has plenty to offer. The lifestyle range 
embodies the same heritage: individual,  
time-honoured, and for the cosmopolitan 
city dweller with a passion for the outdoors. 
Whether menswear, womenswear, 
leather bags, footwear, glasses or 
fragrances, every item is excellently 
produced and originally finished.  
The atmosphere is authentic yet 
comfortable, think Argentinian leather, 
antique rugs, vintage tiles and a flash of 
British automotive panache.
 Their arrival marks another goal 
achieved for St James’s, and judging by 
the comments of Enrico Roselli, Chief 
Executive of La Martina Europe SA, the 
admiration is reciprocated: “La Martina 
embraces the style and history of 
traditional English tailoring, and  
St James’s international reputation for 
high-quality bespoke clothing made  

our decision to choose the area for our 
London debut an easy one.”
 The St James’s store joins another  
at The Guards Polo Club in Windsor,  
as well as beautiful brand boutiques in 
Buenos Aires, Cordoba, Milan, Madrid 
and Dubai, to name a few.

La Martina 
23 Jermyn Street, SW1Y 6ST 
lamartina.com 
@lamartinapolo

01 Ball 

Branded white – £5 
 

02 mallet 

Fibrecane handles – £110 
 

03 Boots 

Dark brown leather – £850 
 

04 helmet 

Pro Evo dark brown leather – £267 
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The Bike Rooms

shoppInG

It is no secret that the bike industry is 
booming. British success on the track and 
in the Tours has sent a budding number  
of enthusiasts giddy, scouring the country 
for top-quality professional cycling 
equipment. And St James’s is set to be 
Londoners’ first port of call. 
 On 17 June, The Bike Rooms opens  
at No. 4 Regent Street. Not your average 
bike retailer, The Bike Rooms sells only 
the crème de la crème: Pinarello bikes, 
Cormia wheels, Assos and Geodana 
clothing, Rudi Projects helmets and 
glasses. In a market flooded with options, 
The Bike Rooms gives the very best 
cycling expertise to customers wanting 
high-end products. 
 Bike Room’s first store opened in 
Manchester, followed by a Swindon outlet 
and then, during the 2012 Olympics, they 
dabbled with a pop-up shop in Westfield 

Stratford. A roaring success, it wetted 
Director Kevin Griffiths’ appetite for 
expansion into London. With a family 
history synonymous with cycling –  
his father was a time trial rider and UK 
champion, his mother was a silver 
medallist at eighteen in the ’68 World 
Championships – and in keeping with 
this pedigree, Griffiths only wanted the 
best location to launch. Boasting a prime 
spot a stone’s throw from the final stage 
of September’s Tour of Britain, and a 
heritage of craftsmanship and fine retail, 
St James’s was the obvious choice.
 In The Bike Rooms’ showroom – and 
the space is a definitely a “show room” with 
the feel of a modern art gallery – don’t 
expect the standard peddler fayre of 
inner tubes and nutrition bars. Prints  
of famous bikes and riders line the walls, 
while, across the main floor of the 
3,000-square-foot space, Pinarello bikes 
stand like priceless sculptures. This is  
a road little travelled for bike selling, 
where, in Griffiths’ words, “less is more”.
 In a safe pair of hands, staff members 
are fully trained to size you for frames 
and clothing, recommend tune-ups and 
can build a bike to your desired spec. 
This is one of the few places in the world 
where you can walk in and buy an  
F8 Dogma, the bike used by Team Sky, 
Chris Froome and Bradley Wiggins.  
Or the aerodynamic Bolide, a hi-tech time 
trial bike that weighs barely more than  
a bag of flour, and with so little drag in 
certain conditions it can even generate 
forward thrust.

The shop’s high-profile launch is already 
galvanising excitement. For Griffiths,  
“it is nice to think our brands will be 
sitting alongside the top tiers from across 
the globe, from fashion to tech industries. 
To see Pinarello up with those is 
unbelievable when you think back to  
five or six years ago.” For the passionate 
customer, this is a chance to get your 
hands on the bikes that won the  
Tour de France for British riders. And  
for St James’s, it is a chance to share in 
the vision of a sport that is captivating  
a nation. A sport that combines quality 
craftsmanship, style and passion –  
everything St James’s lives and breathes.

The Bike Rooms 
4 Regent Street, SW1Y 6PE 
thebikerooms.com 
@thebikerooms
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01 helmet 

Rudy Project Windmax – £153.99 
 

02 Cassette 

Campagnolo Super Record – £239.99 
 

03 Wheel 

Corima 32mm S+ front – £799.99  
Continental Grand Prix tyre – £34.95 
 

04 saddle 

Most Catopuma Carbon – £199.99
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the rItZ
A disciple of Escoffier  

on temples of gastronomy

Underneath the gilded splendour of  
The Ritz, there is a hallowed space –  
its kitchen. At its centre, in a glass  
box of an office, head chef John Williams 
surveys the banks of illuminated stainless 
steel, proudly donning the traditional 
starched toque blanche. Described  
by Tom Parker-Bowles as a supreme  
modern talent cooking to the highest 
level, Williams warmly shares with  
The Correspondent how the kitchen built  
by the grand-père of haute cuisine,  
Albert Escoffier, continues to define  
the ultimate in British style.

photoGr aphy 

Patricia Niven
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 C Is there a Ritz way?
 JW ‘The kitchen starts in the morning 
and finishes at night’ – there’s some good 
philosophy from Escoffier. We’re unique 
in that we prepare everything in house 
every single day. That’s how you make 
great food.
 The Ritz tells you what to cook. The 
restaurant is so grand and so particular; 
it sets the style. That’s what so many  
chefs didn’t get. This isn’t about trends; 
The Ritz is about as classic as it gets.

 C I hear you take your chefs upstairs 
to stand and appreciate the room. Where 
does that desire to make the connection 
between upstairs and downstairs  
come from?
 JW When I was being offered the job 
and I came for lunch, I walked in the 
room, and one of the dishes came in a 
stove cooking pot. Cast iron with copper 
finish – beautiful cooking pots – but the 
style was totally, totally out of sync  
with the room. It is the ultimate in style 
in every single way, and this was just 
brasserie! Critic Fay Maschler later  
said to me, “you know it’s such a shame: 
this is damned ugly.”

 C Would you say you’re a guardian  
of taste – the flavours and the look?
 JW My job is arbiter of taste.  
Rule number one: there’s no style of 
brasserie at The Ritz. Never. Rustic is  
a word I hate. Not because I hate rustic 
cooking, it’s because it just cannot come 
into this environment. 

 C Describe the food at The Ritz.
 JW It must be haute cuisine. This is a 
particular style. It’s palace-like. Hence, the 
ingredients have to be palace-like. They 
have to be the most luxurious seasonal 
ingredients that you can physically have. 
 I say our food is haute cuisine, 
classically cooked but evolutionary.  
But it mustn’t be old fashioned. That’s 
very, very important. That’s the subtlety.  
With the service and the food, it must  
be relevant for today.

 C What are you cooking now?
 JW It’s about wild food – you cannot 
have it better. Gulls eggs: Fantastic! 
Morels, asparagus. New season lamb 
hitting us. Organic is great, but wild 
food… it tells you the time to eat it and 
what with. Call it Mother Nature, call  
it what you like, but that anticipation of 
having your first taste of something like 
wild salmon for example… I’m looking  
for everything around our shores. Dover 
sole, salmon, turbot, sea bass. That has a 
cost. And it has to be sustainable. There’s 
a lot of lip service paid on sourcing your 
ingredients, but it’s something we’re very 
passionate about here.

 C What do you think of the culture  
of food in hotels?
 JW Probably in the late ’80s, hotels 
were saying “let’s open up – we’ll have 

everything” – biggest mistake. Too much 
choice is not right. It’s not good for 
anything. Because you don’t get the 
pinnacle product. Focus on the best you 
can do with the best you can get. It’s as 
simple as that.
 Not, you know, a little bit of Asian,  
a little bit of Italian, a little bit of South 
American, or Indian – we’re not able and 
we’re not interested. I’m fanatical about 
telling people that we are what we are –  
the ultimate in the British style. That’s 
what we’re focused on.

 C The ultimate in British style comes 
at a cost though?
 JW The Ritz is never going to be 
inexpensive, but we look for value. You can 
make the greatest food in the world, but it  
has to have value. When people come and 
visit and they wake up the next morning 
and think wow I’d do that again and I’d do 
that at that price again – then we’ve done 
our job.

 C What’s a day in The Ritz Kitchen?
 JW We’re operating 24 hours a day.  
We have bakers who come in the evening 
to start their patisserie and viennoiserie 
to be ready for 6am the next morning. 
Everything is cooked fresh. The cakes 
never hit the fridge. They make them and 
they’re served: the fridge kills the flavour. 
What you’ve got to do is go to the point of 
eating and work backwards so that there’s 
the minimum time to get the best quality  
of cooking. Everything is built on that.

 C It looks very sharp and all steel – your 
kitchen is like no kitchen I’ve ever seen.
 JW I’ve got a new kitchen. Before,  
as the business grew, we kept adding 
equipment. It became like a maze!  
We wanted to organise and modernise. 
It’s been great for speed of cooking and 
also the temperature is totally different. 
It was 48° in here. We’re cooking happily 
at 24° now. And you’ll notice it’s a very 
calm environment and this is probably 
where I’m one of the luckiest chefs in the 
country. That, and I’m also very fortunate 
having different kitchens for particular 
parts of cooking. 

 C Can you walk us through all the 
different kitchens? 
 JW Escoffier had sixteen sections.  
I think we’ve got ten or twelve: main 
kitchen; breakfast; fish; sauce; veg; meat 
and fish prep; sandwich prep; larder  
(hors d’oeuvres and cold work); bakery 
(pastries, plated desserts and sorbets); 
and the staff kitchen. It works for a  
grand hotel like this. It’s like an army. 
The instruction is like an army. You have 
to have the discipline. What I’m doing  
is orchestrating these guys to bring the 
dishes together. They have to discuss, 
“I’m four minutes on that”, “five minutes 
on that”, for the sous chefs dressing at  
the front. We cook so much at the same 
moment just before its served. Cooked 
and served – that’s the way we do it.

 C Escoffier built The Ritz. Is he an 
inspiration or a burden?
 JW He’s the total inspiration – I am  
a disciple of Escoffier. He was one of the 
most forward thinking chefs of his day. 
We will always go back to go forwards. 
It’s why I get upset when chefs say  
“this is mine. This my signature dish.” 
It’s a load of baloney. 9 times out of 10  
it comes from history. There are special 
people that evolve things, but it’s always 
evolution. Always.

 C Have you changed?
 JW I believe that your tastes change  
as a chef. When you’re young, your  
palate wants to taste as many different 
ingredients as possible, you’re developing, 
finding what you can put your stamp  
on. Later, all you’re doing is taking things 
away. All you want is that purist thing –  
that taste of lobster for example – and  
any sauce just highlights that. So you  
can appreciate the produce. So, half the 
time with my guys, all I’m doing is saying 
“why do you need that?”, “take that away”, 
“concentrate on making the bloody 
sauce!” [laughs] – you become more pure 
in your desire. 
 The biggest thing is respect. You learn 
that as a cook, because if you don’t respect 
the ingredients you’ll never get good  
as a chef. All my cooks understand that.

 C What was your impression of  
The Ritz before you joined?
 JW I came to London in 1975. And  
I remember walking along Piccadilly 
underneath the arches of The Ritz  
and there were some plates that had  
been dug up from a shipwreck. For  
£20 extra you could dine on this  
treasure of china. I thought wow, this  
is a precious place. 
 We’re still about creating the theatre 
that can lack in some monasteries and 
temples of gastronomy. It’s a place of 
celebration. So many people come here  
to celebrate. We have a responsibility to 
deliver their celebration. There is a real 
emphasis to get things right. The people 
here have the drive, the understanding 
and the compassion for the building  
to make this place go forward. And they 
make it the hotel it is today.

The Ritz 
150 Piccadilly, W1J 9BR 
theritzlondon.com 
@theritzlondon
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The Isle of Portland is one giant hunk  
of rock rising out of the Atlantic. Today, 
its top is shrouded in sea mist, and a town 
of grey and white terraces clambers up  
in steep steps until they too disappear. 
Driving along Chesil Beach – a six-storeys- 
high, twenty-mile-long bank of shingle 
that connects the island to the rest of 
Dorset – we’re in search of London’s  
most highly prized stone. Whitehall, 
Buckingham Palace, the Bank of England, 
St Paul’s Cathedral – government, 
sovereignty, economy and religion –  
they all chose Portland. But we’re finding  
out how St James’s Market is showing 
London a completely new side to this 
treasured material.
 Portland is a story set in stone: 
beautiful, pale, off-white stone. With  
its 2,000 years of quarrying, it charts 
environmental change, industrial 
innovation and matters of taste.
 It all begins 150 million years ago.  
A time when Britain looked like Barbados. 
Portland, in particular, was a landscape of 
tropical lagoons, its warm seas inhabited 
by marine crocodiles with metre-long 
jaws and three-toed wading dinosaurs.
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Top:  
Hand drilling in the grooves 
for St James’s Market’s 
anodised aluminium detailing

Right: 
The natural variations  
within the curved sections 
at St James’s Market

Far Right:  
Mark Goddon standing in 
Jordans Mine underneath 
the village cricket pitch

 
Architects choose stone  

like people choose wallpaper. 

Its warm, salty, shallow seabeds created 
the perfect conditions for limestone. 
“Much like the limescale in your kettle,” 
Quarry and Mine Manager Mark Goddon 
neatly describes the slow, unique chemical 
build up of Portland’s stone layers. With 
encapsulated crustaceans like oysters 
and fossilised palms, each is a snapshot 
of life at the time. 
 Goddon points out these distinctive 
Portland layers. Overburden to Roach  
to Whitbed to Bedrock – each has it own 
distinctive qualities: “Architects choose 
stone like people choose wallpaper.” 
Though Portland Stone clearly has 
favourable construction qualities –  
structurally sound, weather resistant to 
2mm per hundred years, etc – Goddon is 
particularly pleased with the choices made 
by Make Architects on St James’s Market.
 With over 2,000 individual pieces of 
stone, St James’ Market is its own cliff face. 
Sourced from across unusual layers and 
quarries, the stone panels cover a spectrum 
of tone, texture and, well, shelliness – from 

the consistency of cream of chicken soup 
with cracked black pepper, moving 
through to a more tumultuous porridge, 
all the way to fibrous flapjack flecked  
with ancient ammonites and shell shards 
that polish up like mother of pearl.  
The Portland Stone facades at St James’s 
Market read like a tapestry dedicated to 
the beauty of Jurassic Britain.
 Up in the clouds, examining the samples 
laid out for quality control in the front 
yard, you can fully appreciate the beautiful 
quirks of this natural wallpaper. The odd 
dark seam of fossilised sponges laid 
down by a hurricane, or an immaculately 
preserved turtle – the latter discovered by 
Goddon’s wife one morning’s visit: “she’ll 
never let me forget it.”
 Goddon has worked at Albion Stone 
for 25 years. Albion quarries Portland’s 
stone, all of which is owned by  
The Crown Estate as part of its marine 
portfolio that encompasses the British 
coastline out to a nautical mile. With dulcet 
Dorset accent and dressed in weather- 

beaten highlighter-orange overalls, 
Goddon next drives us round and down 
the sides of the quarry at Fancy Beach.  
At the very bottom are two dark tunnels 
– entrance and exit. With emergency 
breathing equipment slung over our 
shoulders and clutching a torch, we  
enter Portland’s first mine to, as he puts 
it, “take the cheese from the sandwich.”
 The mine is organised in six metre 
cubes. It’s underground Jenga. A couple 
of miles of boxy voids, they line up to 
form tunnels, but have also variously 
been excavated above, below, right, left. 
You find yourself calculating 12-metre 
drops, or 54-metre long corridors. A huge 
yellow tube worms through from the 
entrance to the back of the mine, pumping 
in fresh air to counteract the forklift 
trucks that reverse laden with mammoth 
blocks of white stone.
 At the very end of the warren, a shiny 
metal box headbutts the mine wall, slowly 
sawing in grooves with a diamond-tipped 
chainsaw – “with mass, force and tensile 
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From acquisitions to redevelopments,  
Senior Asset Manager, Oli Smith, talks  
St James’s Market and the importance  
of investing in the future.
 
early property aCquIsItIons  

Were CruCIal.

 
Although we owned 50% of the freehold 
in St James’s when we launched our long- 
term strategy, we did not control enough 
to progress our St James’s aspirations.  
We set about acquiring direct control  
of areas we saw as in need of investment, 
properties on Regent Street St James’s 
and what is known as St James’s Market.

st James’s market Is the Catalyst 

For Great ChanGe.

 
The development to the east side  
of St James’s, between Regent Street  
St James’s and Haymarket, is a significant 
regeneration project. This area has 
always been part of St James’s, but in 
recent years has lost this association  
and identity. St James’s Market will 
rectify this. We are developing two 
buildings at once, as well as creating  
a new public square and investing  
in the streets around it. It will create  
a wholesale shift in this area, when it 
completes in early 2016.

It’s nICe to Work someWhere Where 

you’re thInkInG lonG-term. 

 
The Crown Estate benefits from a critical 
mass of holdings in a world-class location. 
By taking a long-term joined-up view,  
you can create something more than you 
can by developing ad hoc sites. Portfolios 
like this are unique and very rewarding 
to work on.
 
the Best thInG aBout noW Is that  

We are makInG real proGress.

 
Before, it was not always easy to engage 
new people on our aspirations for  
St James’s and to encourage them to be 
the first to take that leap with us. Now,  
we have new restaurants opening and 
flourishing, and new retailers 
complementing some of the traditional 
craftsmen that continue to be at the heart 
of St James’s identity. After a number of 
years’ hard work by a number of people,  
it is exciting to see this.
 
too oFten retaIl and restaurants 

are an aFterthouGht When 

deVelopInG In london.

 
I think what in part differentiates  
St James’s Market from other schemes  
is its quality throughout. It is not only 
about creating modern dynamic office 
space. The team has worked really  
hard to deliver this, as well as a new 
bespoke concept dining destination  
and dramatic flagship retail space on 
Regent Street St James’s. 

the WorkInG enVIronment Is CrItICal 

to retaInInG and attraCtInG staFF.

 
This means the amenities need to be  
as strong as the office space. This is 
especially true in an area that is known 
for quality, and bespoke goods and 
services. From an office occupier’s 
perspective, coupled with investment  
in the streetscape, the St James’s Market 
scheme is therefore proving to be a very 
attractive offer.
 
home Is a lot lIke Work at  

the moment.

 
I spend a lot of my time talking to builders 
at the moment. I’ve just bought a house in 
Hertfordshire as I decided that I wanted 
my weekends to feel different to London. 
It’s a place that needs some work,  
which is keeping me busy and otherwise  
I am enjoying exploring the Chilterns  
on my bike.

te am st James ’s

oli smith

Oli Smith is the Senior Asset Manager for the 
St James’s portfolio at The Crown Estate. 
thecrownestate.co.uk

St James’s Market 
sjmkt.com 
@sjmkt 
 
Albion Stone 
Easton Lane, Portland, DT5 1BW 
albionstone.com 
@albionstone 
@titanites

strength; there’s a black art to diamond 
tips!” Into the gaps, steel inflatable bags 
are placed then filled with high-pressure 
water, forcing and breaking the stone 
away from the rock face. When the bag 
bursts, there’s no bang, just water. A 
simple and clever technique pinched 
from the travertine mines outside Rome; 
it has eliminated the need for blasting. 
 Each piece, no more than sixteen 
tonnes, is marked up with blue spray 
paint detailing the exact location – for 
quality control and stock taking – and its 
volume in cubic metres.
 The mine is a necessary innovation for 
Portland. Working underneath the village 
cricket pitch, this mine is less noisy, dusty, 
and scarring than the traditional open- 
air quarries above. “We’ve had to learn  
a lot of new skills and quickly,” Goddon 
explains, confirming that the mines are 
proving more economic, more effective, 
and able to open up new sites across a 
limited resource. Impressively though,  
he has also roughly calculated that 
history has only so far removed 36% of 
all potential stone on the island. But here,  
as with many places in Britain, natural 

resources sit cheek by jowl with  
a 12,000-strong resident community.
Above ground, Richard Mort, who, with 
his team of stonemasons at Albion, shape 
and create the final product for all kinds 
of customer internationally, averaging 
75–80 pallets of finely hewn stonework 
per week – “From Aunt Mary down the 
road to big London developments.”
 As below, it’s a pragmatic mix of 
technological capability and human 
ingenuity. But all the high-techery has 
clear roots in solving those stone age 
problems: how to move stone and how  
to shape it. CNC machines help create  
the curving panels hugging St James’s 
Market’s distinctive rounded facade,  
but the finishes are all done by hand, 
cutting in the anodised aluminium 
detailing. “Our tools have changed little: 
our mallets are now nylon, our chisels 
metal, but little else.”
 “A lively stone, full of character,” each 
St James’s Market piece is fixed in metal 
cases to become complete panels. This  
is done before going on site, where they 
are simply hoisted into the right place.  
“Bam bam – it’s just one big puzzle.  

Eases disruption. It’s the way it’s going  
in London.”
 London is made of Portland. Since the 
first London Bridge made of stone, to the 
rebuilding after the Great Fire of London, 
our city has looked to Portland to provide 
a great source of practical, pure and 
beautiful stone.
 Regent Street is an elegant canyon of 
it, Trafalgar Square a busy tourist cove  
of it, the cenotaph a lonely stack. It’s part 
of our city’s visual consciousness. But  
St James’s Market marks a new, deeper 
layer of appreciation, one that recognises 
the beauty of nature’s variation, and an 
application that shows us exactly what 
London’s made of. Independently, Goddon 
and Mort turn and agree – “You’ve picked 
the perfect stone for me.”
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A1 Retail 

39 Jermyn stree t 
4 49 sq F t
 
106 Jermyn stree t 
2,076 sq F t 

David Bannister 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7290 4569 
dbannister@ 
nashbond.co.uk 

John Lyons 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7290 4583 
jlyons@ 
nashbond.co.uk 

Matt Hyland 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7152 5280 
matthew.hyland@ 
eur.cushwake.com 

Laura Harvey 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7152 5998 
laura.harvey@ 
eur.cushwake.com 
 

Offices 

Charles house 
5 –11 reGent stree t 
st James ’s 
4,591 sq F t 

Simon Tann 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7747 0140 
simon.tann@levyllp.co.uk 

James Elliott 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7747 0143 
james.elliott@levyllp.co.uk 

James Taylor 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7152 5166 
james.taylor@ 
eur.cushwake.com 

Nathalie Tyler 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7152 5053 
nathalie.tyler@ 
eur.cushwake.com

11 Charles I I stree t 
21,0 0 0 sq F t 

Simon Tann 
Tel. +44 (0)20 7747 0141 
simon.tann@levyllp.co.uk 

Ben Orton  
Tel. +44 (0)20 7747 0144  
ben.orton@levyllp.co.uk 

Hunter Booth  
Tel. +44 (0)20 7399 5162  
hunter.booth@eu.jll.com 

Chris Valentine  
Tel. +44 (0)20 7087 5362  
chris.valentine@eu.jll.com 

Philippa Lambert 
Tel. +44 (0)20 3147 1299 
philippa.lambert@eu.jll.com 
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To contact the  
St James’s team:  
Tel. +44 (0)20 7851 5000
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